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About This Game

Developer’s Note: Yes, you have seen games here with similar looking graphics. Just check out the gameplay footage - you'll see the
difference. We are a small indie studio and this little shooter game, born out of our passion for FPS games, is our humble tribute to

those evergreen classics. Now let's have some fun killing zombies!
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Bored of cover shooters? This is not just another zombie shooter. With miles to run but no place to hide and plenty of zombies
to kill. Awesome no?

What’s the story bro?

Just another ordinary day in the life of…

Ka-boom! (cliched random explosion)

Voila! Instant Zombie Apocalypse.

Survive now, biatch!

What’s in it for me?

Campaign: Shoot through 10 mind-numbing, screen-shattering, keyboard-banging levels with a neat range of weapons that
could probably annihilate the world as we know it. Can you complete them all? In time?

Arcade: Survive through endless waves of flesh-eating zombies who don't stop and keep on coming. The faster and aggressive
you are, the better. As you progress, you’re rewarded with weapon upgrades and ammo drops. The zombies keep on increasing -

in number, in speed and damage! Question is, will you survive it all?

Hidden Gems: There are easter eggs, big and small, hidden across the levels. Do they serve a purpose? Yes! It’s for us to know
and for you to find out! Get busy hunting!

>Not-Tip: You Will Die. Die A Lot!

“I Need More!”

Sure, here’s what’s in store for you:
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Arcade Maps;

Multiplayer Mode;

"Be-the-Zombie" Mode;

Controller Support;

DLCs.

So whatcha waiting for buddy?

Go Kill ‘em All!

(but first give us your money, ok? wink! wink!) :)

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

AppRoarr Studios
AppRoarr Studios is an Indie Game Company founded by Jaskaran Singh based in New Delhi, India. We aspire to become a leader

in first-person shooters for the Indian Game Industry.

Support/Disclaimer
You may encounter a few bugs/issues, some of which may be intentional and can act as exploits. But still, do let us know. Feel free

to send us any sort of feedback your heart desires - we love players who are polite & constructive. You can reach us at
hello@approarr.com.
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Title: Kill 'Em All
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
AppRoarr Studios
Publisher:
AppRoarr Studios
Release Date: 31 May, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 10 64-Bit

Processor: Intel Core i5-3470 or any AMD equivalent

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 660, 2 GB or any AMD equivalent

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 4 GB available space

English,French,German,Russian
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When I first saw this game, I thought I was in for a treat - a low price game with a cute art style. However, as I began playing
this platformer, I noticed that it had some flaws. The biggest problem I have with this game is the fact that there is no save file
(at least not where I can find it). Restarting the level every time I play makes it feel like a game you'd find on your phone, which
is not the game I'm looking for.

What I can say is the art style is cute, the music fits in nicely with its aesthetic, and it's a platformer that I can play for 10
minutes or so and still be entertained. This game is in its early stages and with some minor improvements it can go places. At
this point I would not necessarily say I wish I hadn't bought it, but if it were up for a price much more than $1.89, I would
refund this game.. The classical match-3 shooter I loved back when it first came out. Definitely helps the nostalgia.. Bought it on
dicount.
Didn't expect much but it was fun little game.
Would recommend it if you can get it during discount. Pros: good servers, good ringer system and leagues
Cons: ♥♥♥♥♥♥ karma system, toxic players, ♥♥♥♥♥♥ players, ♥♥♥♥♥♥ admins, ♥♥♥♥♥♥ reporting system,
♥♥♥♥♥♥ kicking system
All in all terrible compared to other matchmaking services, 2/10, wouldn't pay ever again. no playerbase at all its so empty. It is
fun. 'nuff said.. If you played the past three, you need to play the fourth chapter. Part 4 is the longest, and while I feel has a bit
of an anticlimax, everything is wrapped up neat and tidy for a satisfying ending.. Well designed short adventure with all the
features you'd expect from a good 1989 adventure. 16colors aesthetic, deaths and a mystery. Text parser might look like the old
sierra one but it has fuctional autocompletion.. I really liked all those puzzles. They're pretty cute. Easy achievements too ^^
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Unless I'm missing something there is very little to this game. That being said, I really felt a sense of delight as I controlled the
movements of these cute, yet unemotional eyeballs flying around me. The game mechanic works really well and it's a great
concept that I'd like to see taken further by the author.. Awesome, I love Frontlines.. MESX2 is not a bad game, but its just
another Milestone title which is slightly updated with many problems copied from previous title.

Pros:
-Beautiful, improved graphics and animations
-fantastic compound
-nice sounds
-lots of customisation options
-FINALLY they added 3d marshals with flags!

Cons:
-stupid AI pushing you off track, following predefined way
-stupid respawns which on many tracks are broken because you are being teleported before 3 seconds pass
-how many years we have to wait for custom Field of View?
-how many times we must ask to add compound to multiplayer?
-how long we have to wait for more multiplayer options?
-no possibility to ride freely on the track
-physics are a step back in comparison to MX GP Pro. Here it is very forgiving with no possibility to loose front tire grip
-ugly user interface
-I can change the direction when bike is flying (really!)

In general the game can be nice to play if you catch the flow of the tracks. Unfortunately stupid AI bikes that push you off
narrow tracks and broken respawns just make you agry and frustrated so many time that you want to throw away this game..
Over 6 months since people on the forums mentioned that there is no way to continue. This game is a lot of text about pre-WW1
Serbia and a single fight with a wolf. Also Vuk's daughter looks like she is 21 and not a kid.. fun arkanoid/breakout game not
triple A level but its still good for a bit of fun.
this is just like breakout/arkanoid but you can make the ball move faster or slower at will and like in other such games you can
get powerups. the levels have random elements and secret paths as you clime the tower. it gets harder as you get farther in as
enemies will shoot at you.

as for the story its cute in a childish way. death takes 2 male souls and puts them into girl bodies then forces them to go fight a
vampire.

story mode is just like arcade but you do some side view rooms and a little puzzle before each breakout level. the levels and
story are the same on these parts but there is added story on the between level stuff. story mode is locked untill you beat arcade
for some reason.. Such a boring game. This has the potential to be a great game; but, there is a number of things wrong with it.
First the controls and possability to fall off any ledge you see make the game way more difficult and take away from any fun
you may have. I am thinking of asking for a refund. The graphics are beautiful; but, does not make up for the controls and other
diffuculties of the game

Kill 'Em All - Patch v2829825:
Hey Everyone,

Thank you for playing Kill 'Em All. The new Patch is live and below is the log.

Patch Log :. Controller Support Added! [Patch 2892508]:
Hey Everyone,

We are pleased to announce that with the lastest patch update, you can now play Kill 'em All with a controller.
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You can find the controls mapping in the in-game menu (Controls).

As always thank you all for playing the game and if there are any issues or bugs you would like to report, please get in touch
with us-

Email: hello@approarr.com

Stay awesome!

. [KEA/Patch-2851109] Chinese Localisation FIXED!:
Hey Everyone,

Thank you for playing Kill 'Em All. We are actively working on fixing the localisations and any reported bugs.

A HUGE shout-out to  Master Chief for contributing with the Chinese translation! You are awesome!

Patch Log. Local Translations Not Perfect:
Hey Everyone!

We are aware that the in-game translations aren't perfect as we'd like them to be and we are working towards making all the
required updates at the earliest.

Being a small indie studio it gets a bit tough to arrange for translation resources, but we are reaching out to our fellow gamers,
developers and community members, requesting them to help us out with the translations. We’ll be pushing out regular updates
for this in the coming weeks.

Thank you for playing Kill ‘Em All and for the support. You all are AWESOME!
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. Anniversary Update:
Greetings fellow zombie killers,

We at AppRoarr Studios are happy to announce an update patch for the game with numerous bug fixes and performance
enhancements.

We've introduced a DEMO for those who want to try out the game first.

New Updates:
- Improved lighting
- Movement tweaks
- AI improvements (Game is tougher than ever XD)
- Audio enhancements (OST coming soon)
- Minor tweaks and bug fixes

Thank you all for playing the game and if there are any issues or bugs you would like to report, please get in touch with us-

Email: hello@approarr.com

Stay awesome!

{P.S. We apologize for not updating the game as regularly - we were busy making some big improvements.}
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